Lean Data Migration service
Securely and safely transfer your data to your new application(s)

Data Migration is something that many IT departments and
operational users of data unnecessarily dread. Transferring data
is often error prone, expensive, time consuming and requires
a major project. Frequently this leads to data quality, integrity,
governance and modelling issues being carried over to new
platforms and valuable historical and audit data being lost.

Understand your data
quality and modelling
issues before costly
production and testing
work commences

Data to Value have extensive experience of migrating complex
datasets from a variety of sources to new platforms with the
latest Data Science approaches. Using discovery and prototyping
techniques we can rapidly and safely migrate your data from your
existing sources to your new application(s).

Migrate all of your
valuable data including
metadata, historical and
audit data

Data to Value
We are a Data consultancy that
specialise in applying the latest Data
Science and Big Data techniques to help
organisations understand and mitigate
their data risks.

Prototype and test new
data structures and
models as part of an
agile migration process

Final production migration and testing
can be carried out in parallel, iteratively
or via batches following successful
testing and user signoff
We work with all data formats and storage
technologies, including legacy components:

Our Lean Data Migration service
enables clients to rapidly and safely
document, understand and transfer
their data to new repositories.
Our solution
Through profiling and discovery
techniques we intimately understand
your data enabling a smooth and riskfree migration

Prevent referential
integrity issues, defects,
orphaned data and
unusual patterns
We provide you with interactive dashboards and
actionable intelligence:

Here’s how we do it:
We use the latest NoSQL Data
Science tools and techniques to profile
your data sets and identify typical
features and atypical features such
as defects, modelling issues and data
quality problems.
Solutions are prototyped for users to
interactively test prior to expensive
and time consuming production work.
Feedback is incorporated into a buildmeasure-learn cycle.

To find out more contact:
T: 0208 278 7351
E: info@datatovalue.co.uk
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